






















RE--VOLT 

LIMITED WARRANTY SCOPE 
Iron Edison Battery Company warrants only to the original purchaser that any battery product 
which becomes unserviceable (not merely discharged) due to defect in material and/or 
workmanship within the free replacement period stated below will be replaced without charge. 
Any battery product which becomes unserviceable (not merely discharged) due to defect in 
material and/or workmanship within the pro-rated period stated below will receive a credit or 
refund as stated below. This warranty starts from the date delivered, applies to the original 
purchaser of the battery and is non-transferable. Purchaser is responsible for all shipping and 
testing costs for returned batteries, including any additional duties & taxes. If the battery is 
deemed to be defective under the terms stated below, replacement product of materials shall be 
shipped free of charge and testing costs shall be refunded. Iron Edison shall make all reasonable 
efforts to accomplish testing in a timely and efficient manner. 

Lithium Iron Phosphate Batteries cannot be discharged more than 80% of nominal capacity. 
Battery shall not be charged or discharged at a rate greater than C/2 (50% of the battery's 
amperage rating). Charge controllers, inverters & generators must be configured using Iron 
Edison provided settings to be compliant with these requirements. This warranty does not 
include use in electric vehicle drive train, or other motive applications. 

The battery owner will read warning labels on the battery and exercise due care in working on 
or around it. The battery is intended to be used by persons with training or experience with 
batteries. This warranty replaces all previous warranties, and may be updated in the future. 

WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS 
Iron Edison's exclusive liability for breach of any warranty on the battery shall be to repair or 
replace the battery or repay the pro-rated portion of the actual purchase price paid for the 
defective product within the warranty period in accordance with the terms of this limited 
warranty. In no event shall Iron Edison Battery Company or any of its affiliates be liable in 
contract, tort or otherwise for any loss, claim or damages of any other kind, whether direct, 
incidental, consequential, exemplary, special, punitive, remote or otherwise, including any lost 
profits, lost revenue or incentives, loss of equipment, cost of purchased power, cost of substitute 
product, facilities or services, claims of customers of owner, or removal, shipping, transportation 
or installation expenses. 

The battery must be used in the application for which it was designed, and placed into service 
within 180 days of delivery. Warranty does not cover abuse or neglect, corroded hardware, 
improper maintenance, improper installation, cosmetic shortcomings which do not impact use or 
performance, breakage, force majeure (ie: fire, flood, earthquake, storm damage, overvoltage, 
lightning strikes, etc.), damage in transportation, exposure to fire, water, snow, moisture or liquid 
ingress, exposure to excessive heat (above 45C)or extreme cold (below -20C), charging at low 
temperatures (below 0C), the addition of any chemical or solution, damage from other electrical 
equipment or if the manufacturing codes have been destroyed or tampered with. Any changes 
made to the battery's hardware or software without prior approval shall immediately void this 
warranty. This warranty excludes any changes in appearance of the product that do not impact 
its performance, replacement of fuses, and replacement or resetting of circuit breakers. 
In a daily discharge application (sl discharge per 24 hours), the Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery 
shall not be discharged below 20% state of charge. In a battery backup application (sl discharge 
per week), the Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery shall not be discharged below 5% state of charge. 
Exceeding these values will void this warranty. Discharge history will be reviewed by Iron Edison 
using the battery's system logs. 
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WARRANTY PERIOD 

Battery Type: Free Replacement (months) 
Lithium Iron Phosphate 1-24

Pro-rated (months) 
25-120

To resolve problems covered by this warranty for renewable energy applications, contact Iron 
Edison Battery Company to confirm the defect. You will need to provide proof of purchase along with 
the serial number. Iron Edison Customer Service will work alongside the customer to diagnose the 
issue which includes the completion of a proprietary reconditioning procedure to determine if parts, 
service, or replacement is needed. If deemed necessary by Iron Edison Battery Company, customer 
must ship the defective product in an approved shipping container to Iron Edison Battery Company for 
testing before a warranty replacement or refund will be offered. Customer is responsible for all 
shipping and testing costs for returned batteries. Replacement materials or product will only be 
shipped following a complete examination of returned equipment. 

PERFORMANCE REPLACEMENT REFUND 
At the sole discretion of Iron Edison, if determined to be possible, and a single cell or group of cells 

within the battery qualifies for warranty replacement, only these cells shall be replaced. All serviceable 
parts and functioning cells will be incorporated in a returned battery.During the free replacement 
period, battery will be repaired or replaced with a battery equal to or better than the original 

During the pro-ration period, the Performance Replacement Refund will be calculated using the 
formula below: 

Current Discounted Retail Price X % Warranty Remaining X [0.7 X (Tested Ah 
Capacity + New Ah Capacity)] 

If the customer requires an Advanced Exchange on the suspected defective product(s), the 
customer must deposit into escrow funds equal to the replacement and shipping cost of the 
product(s) being replaced. Replacement product(s) will then be shipped to the customer as soon as 
possible. The customer will then return the suspected defective product(s) to Iron Edison for testing 
and evaluation. If the product(s) is deemed defective by Iron Edison and is within the free 
replacement period, the funds in escrow will be refunded to the customer. If the product(s) is deemed 
defective by Iron Edison and is within the pro-ration period, the Performance Replacement Refund 
formula below will be used to calculate the escrow refunded to the customer. If the product(s) is not 
deemed defective by Iron Edison, Iron Edison will retain the funds in escrow as payment for the 
advanced exchange product(s) shipped to the customer, and the original product(s) shipped to Iron 
Edison may be returned to the customer. The customer is responsible for ALL return shipping costs. 
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